
WIHS Journal Promos for the Week of March 20-25 2017

Monday:  Swing into Spring Singles Dance-Mary Haji
 

Tuesday: Lifeline Ministries Youth Conference 2017 - Raenette G. Riddick 

Wednesday & Thursday: On today’s WIHS Journal, hear a conversation about wisdom, 
the gaining of it and the wise use of it from one who has spent considerable time in the 
Bible. His name is Richard Simmons the Third, and though he share’s a name with 
another man with the same name, this Richard Simmons depends not on himself, but the 
Word of God to guide him, and counsels other to do the same.  Hear about wisdom as 
derived from the Bible on today’s WIHS Journal. The program airs today at 3:15am; also 
at 12:13 & 5:49pm here on WIHS Middletown—Live and Local 24/7!

Friday: On today’s WIHS Journal, hear a conversation regarding possible disclosure of 
information about people who may have done nothing but make financial donations to 
causes that are unpopular with others. Democrats in the Connecticut General Assembly 
have introduced two measures that would require IRS registered 501-C4 groups to 
provide their donor lists to the state, which would then make them public. Many of the 
donors on those lists supported causes opposed by Democrat activists in the last general 
election. From the Yankee Institute for Public Policy, Marc Fitch speaks to that issue on 
the WIHS Journal. The program airs today at 3:15am; also at 12:13 & 5:49pm here on 
WIHS Middletown—Live and Local 24/7!

Saturday: On today’s WIHS Journal you’ll hear the continuation of a series discussing 
from time to time the cost of health care in America, drawing from the doctors’ 
perspective. Dr. Jane Orient has been a guest on the past on this broadcast, and today 
she’ll tackle the concept of containing health care costs. The WIHS Journal with Paul 
Kretschmer airs today at 3:15am; also at 12:15 & 5:10pm here on WIHS Middletown—
Live and Local 24/7!


